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experiments, it falls down on results aggregation. The
reason for this failure lies in the fact that SR uses metaanalysis as an aggregation strategy. Meta-analysis is a
collective name that refers to a set of statistical
methods that are useful for combining experimental
results, provided certain constraints are met, such as
there being a minimum number of properly gathered
and uniform experiments [13]. SE is far from
satisfying these constraints. For example, metaanalysis cannot be applied in [12] because the
experiments are heterogeneous, while in [11] the
problem was the non-existence of replications.
Therefore, a special-purpose aggregation procedure
needs to be developed that considers the particular
features of a not very mature research environment like
SE. This procedure should be able to be applied when
there are not very many replications and when studies
are heterogeneous, etc. This procedure will make it
possible to improve the level of evidence gathered
about the performance of techniques and tools that are
in everyday use in SE and which are often adopted or
acquired because of the reputation of their sponsors.
This will make a SE development environment more
engineering like.
Section 2 of this article describes the state of the art.
Section 3 describes the problems identified in this
research stage. Section 4 defines the importance of the
problem. Section 5 establishes the materials and
methods to be used to achieve the goals. Section 6
presents an introduction to the first version of the
proposed solution. Section 7 describes the strategy for
validating the results. Finally, section 8 describes some
of the findings.

Abstract
Current meta-analysis-based procedures for
aggregating experimental studies borrowed from other
branches of science have proved not to be suitable for
real-world software engineering. This paper presents
an alternative aggregation process to the standard. It
is based on an aggregation strategy with multiple
evidence levels. Each evidence level is linked to a
specific aggregation technique which is assigned
depending on the quality and quantity of identified
experimental studies.

1. Introduction
The number of experiments run within the field of
software engineering (SE) has been increasing
significantly for several years. These experiments
cover a wide range of topics, such as testing techniques
performance, requirements elicitation, programming
language performance, etc. The experiments output
interesting information in each case. If the information
is to be of any use, however, the results should be
aggregated to be able to get findings backed by as
many studies as possible.
There have been some attempts at experiment
synthesis for SE, e.g. [1], [2], [3], [4], [5], [6]. But
none of these efforts have borne the expected fruit.
Also the results of informal combinations [4], [2], [5],
[6] were limited. Additionally, the attempts at
combinations with statistical techniques [1], [3] turned
out to be impracticable because of the differences in
the design and execution of the experiments run by
different authors.
Systematic review (SR) has recently been proposed as
a method for systematizing the aggregation of
empirical studies in SE [7], [8].
A SR is a procedure that applies scientific strategies to
increase the reliability of the process of gathering,
critically assessing and aggregating relevant empirical
studies about a topic (SR) [9]. SRs have recently
started to be used in SE [10], [11], [12]. However,
while SRs provide a working framework useful for
gathering and, to a lesser extent, critically assessing

2. State of the art
The aggregation of experimental studies has a lengthy
history in disciplines like education or psychology
[14]. Lately though, its development has been driven
by the health sciences [15].
There are two types of methods for aggregating the
results of experimental studies: interpretative and noninterpretative methods [16]. Interpretative methods,
like narrative summary [17] or grounded theory [18],
are characterized by the findings being generated
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according to the personal judgement of the people who
analyse the results [19]. The results that these methods
yield are not very reliable, because they are highly
dependent on the reviewer, and their use has gradually
declined in favour of the more reliable noninterpretative methods.
There are several alternatives within the noninterpretative methods, like case surveys [20], vote
counting [13] or comparative analysis [21]. However,
the most sophisticated method of all is meta-analysis
[22]. According to [23] meta-analysis is the statistical
analysis of a series of individual studies for the
purpose of integrating the results into a measured
summary.
What we are looking for when we do a meta-analysis
is a numerical result that is a representative summary
of the results of the individual studies and is, therefore,
an improvement on the individual estimates. Metaanalysis is now implemented by means of the effect
size technique [13]. This technique is conceptually
simple: the global effect estimator is calculated as a
weighted mean of the effect estimators of the
individual studies.
For meta-analysis to yield representative results of the
studies it covers, it is necessary to check that the
individual studies can be summarized and combined.
This property goes by the name of homogeneity and is
determined through statistical heterogeneity. Statistical
heterogeneity is useful for identifying whether or not
the difference in study results is due to a random error.
Another point to check when conducting a metaanalysis is to determine how dependent the result is on
a given set of studies. This can be estimated through a
sensitivity analysis. Sensitivity analysis is useful for
finding out whether or not the final result took into
account all the studies.
A number of authors [7], [8] defend the use of metaanalysis in SE. However, as mentioned above, it is
almost impossible to apply a meta-analysis-based
aggregation strategy in SE today. The key obstacles to
its application are:
 Shortage of experiments, replications and
homogeneity among experiments [7], [11]. As a
consequence it implies a lost of important
precision in the results using the standard
techniques of aggregation, that are applied in
general to a considerable amount of studies.
 Shortage of application of standards for reporting
experiments. For example, [24] do not publish
variances and [25] do not even report the means of
the
experimental
results.
Under
these
circumstances it is impossible to apply metaanalysis.

Wide-ranging internal quality. For example,
although they deal with the same research topic,
there is a big discrepancy between [26] and [25] as
regards study conception and make-up. This
means that the studies cannot be considered
replications and therefore cannot be used for a
process of meta-analysis-based aggregation. In
actual fact if they were, the heterogeneity analysis
would invalidate the results.
 Non-standardization of the response variables. For
example, the studies [27] and [28] use different
response variables to analyse the same aspects.
This means that these experiments cannot be
considered replications and therefore they will not
be able to be joined to the aggregation process.
Apart from meta-analysis, this group contains other
less sophisticated alternatives whose application is
subject to fewer constraints: case surveys [20], vote
counting [13] and comparative analysis [21]. Unlike
meta-analysis, which has been thoroughly researched,
the applicability limits of these techniques, except for
vote counting [13], have not been studied, and their
application to SE has been negligible to date [12], [29].
Consequently, although promising, these techniques
should be studied at length before being put into
routine use in SE.

3. Problem description
There is at present no aggregation method specifically
adapted to the needs of SE. On the one hand, the most
reliable methods, like meta-analysis, have constraints
that limit their applicability. On the other, there is a set
of methods, like case surveys or comparative analysis,
which are potentially applicable. They have, however,
never been used in SE, and it is, therefore, not known
whether or not they are any good for the purposes of
aggregation. The goal of this research project is to
develop an aggregation method that can get as many
pieces of knowledge as possible by combining a
maximum number of studies, irrespective of their
quality. The method should be able to work within the
SE-specific limitations, i.e. few studies that deal with
the same response variable or treatment; nonstandardization of response variables; and reporting of
a small number of statistical variables.

4. Importance of the problem
Running experiments at different sites (in laboratories
and industry) outputs partial results about the
capabilities and applicability conditions of the
technologies. For example, one set of replications
might have concluded that testing technique A is faster
than B, whereas another different set of replications
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conditions the technique is applicable. For
example, should the number of reported
experimental subjects be the same in each study or
can it vary from one study to another?
c) Analyse the feasibility of the response estimated
by the different identified aggregation techniques,
i.e., what is the expected error level?
d) Propose a method for applying aggregation
techniques depending on their feasibility and the
constraints on their application.
e) Propose a strategy for interpreting the results
output by the different techniques. This will be
linked to the reliability of the response yielded by
the aggregation technique.

might have found that there are no differences between
these techniques. However, as there is not always a
perfect match, and sometimes quite a breach between
the results of replications, different individual results
need to be combined to get pieces of knowledge that
practitioners can use in routine practice.
The limits and boundaries of a technology can be
defined by accumulating the results of different
replications. Aggregation methods can confirm the
partial experimental results and determine what the
real effects are (e.g. A is better than B), and even
estimate the extent and certainty of the effects.
However, the non-existence of aggregation methods
tailored to real-world SE limits empirical SE’s
potential for providing empirically consolidated pieces
of knowledge for informed decision making on real
development projects in industry.

6. Proposed Solution
To solve the study aggregation problem, we propose a
multilevel aggregation strategy in which the
aggregation techniques are used complementarily
rather than alternatively or exclusively. The most
appropriate techniques will be applied depending on
the number and quality of the located studies, and the
will be results analysed jointly. For example, if there
were ten experiments, four that could be aggregated by
meta-analysis and six that could not, an alternative
aggregation technique would be used for the
experiments that could not be aggregated by metaanalysis, and then the results would be listed alongside
the results of meta-analysis. This way we would get
more than one level of evidence. The first level is
linked to meta-analysis and the others to the alternative
techniques, which will be less reliable.
The proposed strategy is divided into five steps, as
shown in Figure 1:
 Classify studies: The objective of classifying
studies is to be able to group the different studies
depending on their quality, the published response
variables and the analysed treatment types.
 Determine aggregation techniques: The aim of
this step is to identify the aggregation techniques
that should be applied depending on the quantity
and quality of located studies. If no aggregation
technique can be used, an alternative step could be
advisable: Apply generalization strategies or
Generate findings.
 Apply generalization strategies: The goal of the
generalization strategy is to remedy problems
related to the small number of replications. To do
this, the studies have to be searched for common
characteristics that can be used to place treatments
and/or response variables in a group with a higher
level of abstraction (more general). Even though
these groups with a higher level of abstraction are

5. Materials and method
To gather the knowledge associated with our research
goal, we follow the classical research tradition [30],
[31], [32], identifying methods and materials needed
for developing our research project. They are as
follows.
Materials:
We will use three types of materials to develop the
aggregation method:
a) SE aggregation techniques: meta-analysis [7], [8],
and less formal techniques [4], [5], [11] are now
being used in SE; these techniques will be
reviewed and probably used during this research.
b) Aggregation techniques in other disciplines: apart
from the aggregation techniques now being used
in SE, we will look at other techniques that have
not yet been used in this discipline, such as
response ratio [33] or case surveys [20], to
mention just a couple of examples.
c) Experimental studies: there are at present a lot of
experimental studies with the widest variety of
features. They will be used to define the
aggregation techniques (which should be able to
correct the failings of the studies) and validate the
feasibility of their use.
Method:
The tasks to be carried out to develop this aggregation
process will be:
a) Identify alternative aggregation techniques to
effect size through literature review and expert
consultation.
b) Analyse the applicability conditions of the located
aggregation techniques, i.e. under which
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not really replications, they can, because of their
likeness, be considered conceptual replications
and, therefore, as studies that can be aggregated.
Aggregate studies: This step will apply the
different aggregation techniques that can be used
to combine the results of the experimental studies.
The criteria and recommendations established in
step 2 (Determine Aggregation Techniques) are
used to do this.
Generate findings: The objective of this step is to
generate as reliable a report as possible including
these pieces of knowledge. The results analysis in
this report will start with the most reliable results
(output by meta-analysis) and end with the least
reliable results (output by alternative techniques).
This way, if the results are compatible (all the
levels of evidence state that one treatment is better
than another), we will have got a more robust
finding than we would have done by applying the
techniques on their own. But if the results are not
compatible, an attempt should be made to
determine whether there are any as yet
unidentified random variables or to state the need
to generate new experiments linked to the topic.
The following sections describe each of the above
steps in detail.

or not it should be part of the aggregation and, if
so, to determine what aggregation techniques are
going to be used. Although the quality of
empirical studies is determined as a matter of
course in most sciences, it is not completely
defined within the field of SE. Therefore, this
early version of the aggregation process will use
the recommendations made in [8], and aims in
future versions to apply the findings of on-going
research by [34].
Complete reporting: This is a second point to be
analysed, as no matter how well built the study is,
if the reporting does not cover a minimum set of
parameters, the aggregation techniques will not be
able to be applied. The key parameters are: means
(M), variances (V) and number of experimental
subjects (N). If the variances are not published, we
need to find out whether the Student’s t or
Snedecor’s F statistics have been published.
Similarly, if the means are omitted, one remedy is
to find out whether or not there were differences
between them.
Representative treatments: as there are not many
study replications yet, this aggregation process
proposes the application of a generalization
strategy (see Apply Generalization Strategy step).
This way, treatments that are not equal but are
more alike than different can be placed in the
same group. Effect size or response ratio
estimation is not applicable because of the
differences between these generalized studies.
Briefly, the generalization of treatments places
constraints on the aggregation types to be used.
The same applies to response variable
representativeness.





Classify studies

Determine
aggregation
techniques

Apply
generalization
strategies

Aggregate studies

Based on the analysis of the above aspects, each
empirical study should be assigned a category. This
category determines what aggregation techniques can
be applied to the study. Table 1 describes the main
features of the studies in each category, as well as the
technique that, for the moment, we consider applicable
to each category.

Generate findings

Figure 1. Aggregation process

6.1. Classify Studies
This research project is to examine a set of statistical
techniques that, to assure the reliability of the response
they estimate, call upon the empirical studies they
analyse to meet a set of preconditions [12]. These
preconditions are as follows:
 Quality empirical studies: a measure defining how
well designed, executed and analysed the study
has been. This provides an estimate of how
reliable the results expressed in the study are.
When the study is at risk of not being very
reliable, a decision needs to be taken on whether

Category

Study Characteristics

1

This category admits
experiments that are similar in
terms of make-up and
application domain.
This category admits
experiments that are similar in
terms of make-up and
application domain, but do not
provide variances.
This category admits
experiments with slight reporting

2

3
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Category

4

Study Characteristics

decomposed depending on the response variables that
the studies use. For example, suppose we want to
determine which of two elicitation techniques, called A
and B, is better. The empirical studies that these
techniques test can use a range of response variables
such as mean session time and quantity of acquired
knowledge. As these variables are not compatible with
each other, we have to decompose the set of available
studies into: “Technique A versus Technique B using
the Mean session time response variable” and
“Technique A versus Technique B using the Quantity
of information response variable”. We will call this
decomposition treatment-variable pair. This pair will
guide the accounting process.

Aggregation
Technique

defects (only express differences
between means or say that one
treatment is better than another).
Case studies and
experimentswith generalizations

Direct vote
counting

Table 1. Description of study category

Table 2 can be used to deterministically assign studies
a category. This table is an early version of an
empirical studies classification and is likely to be
updated. An obvious example is that the results on
study quality that [34] is now investigating have yet to
be aggregated with Table 2. Having categorized the
studies, the classification needs to be further
Conditions
Experimental Study
Quality
Report publishes
Treatments &
Response Variables
Actions
Assign Category

Experiments

Experiments

Experiments

Means, variances &
subjects
None was
generalized

Means, subjects

Means or express that one
treatment is better than another
None was generalized

1

None was
generalized
2

3

Case studies
and experiments
--Generalization was applied to experiment’s
treatments or response variables
4

Table 2. Decision-making table for determining study category

all four categories can added together, and the direct
vote counting technique [11] could be applied.
The above-mentioned techniques have been studied so
far. However, we have not established the degree of
reliability of the results of the aggregation in category2, -3 and -4 studies. More research is needed in this
topic, and the findings may still alter the proposed
procedure.

6.2. Determine Aggregation Techniques
As mentioned earlier, this thesis proposes the use of a
combination of different aggregation techniques. To do
this, the number of studies linked to each treatmentvariable pair has to be determined. This is because the
applicability of aggregation techniques depends in part
on the number of available studies [35].
If the quantity of category-1 studies is around 10, the
classical meta-analysis based on weighted mean
difference (WMD) [13] is applicable. If the precision
of the mean effect is high, and no heterogeneity is
present, the process can then be ended.
If the results are not satisfactory, or simply if we want
to use as much studies as possible to try to obtain more
solid results, we can use category-2 studies. The
category-1 studies can be added to the category-2
studies and aggregation can be carried out using
alternative aggregation techniques to WMD, as
response ratios (RR) [36]. We think that such
techniques can be used reliably with around 5 articles
[35], but more research is needed.
In coherence with above, it is possible to get down in
the category scale (to enlarge the number of available
studies), but at the risk of obtaining less reliable
results. To aggregate category-3 studies, we proceed
the same way than before, and the vote-counting [13]
looks like the most adequate technique to be applied.
Finally, if there are category-4 studies, the studies of

6.3. Apply Generalization Strategies
The goal of generalization is to show up the common
aspects of two treatments or response variables at a
higher level of abstraction. The idea behind this
process is to try to solve two problems that
experiments run in SE tend to suffer from: small
number of replications and non-standardization of
response variables.
The better way to introduce generalization is by means
of an example: Suppose that we wanted to find out
whether C++ is better than its predecessor C, but there
were only a couple of studies directly comparing these
two programming languages. If apart from these two
studies, there were some other studies comparing
Delphi and Pascal, we can conjecture that, as C++ and
Delphi are object-oriented languages and C and Pascal
are structured programming languages, we will be able
to get a more reliable finding by “lumping together” or
generalizing C++ and Delphi (as well as C and Pascal),
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because there are more studies available. Obviously,
these findings do not answer the question of whether
C++ is better than C, but they do answer a very similar
question that yields light about the first question.
We think that the generalization strategy may be
applied when there are not enough category-1, -2 and 3 studies to obtain reliable results using any
aggregation technique. In this case, it seems reasonable
to merge different (but not disparate; generalization
should be applied with extreme care) treatments or
response variables, and apply again the aggregation
process, as shown before in Figure 1.

validation will probably be run on studies conducted in
other branches of science because of the constraints on
applying a standard aggregation process to SE studies.

8. Conclusions and Future Work
The work done in this early stage of the research has
revealed the complexity of aggregating empirical
studies, as well as just how much work there is still to
be done. Even so, the intended goal of developing an
aggregation process especially tailored to SE has been
proven to be feasible.
With respect to the following research steps, our
priority is to continue analysing other branches of
science to try to find more aggregation techniques and
establish how precise they are. Shortly we intend to
validate the proposed procedure using artificially
generated data. This will be followed by a validation
using real data.

6.4. Aggregate Studies
In this step we will apply the different aggregation
techniques that can be used to combine the results of
the experimental studies. This will be done on the basis
of the criteria and recommendations set out in the
Determine Aggregation Technique step.
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